Name: __________________________

Score: ______________
Daily Language

Please fix:

Use the editing marks to
fix the sentence.
Rewrite it correctly.

aftir a amazing day at the beach jimmy went home and slept for eght hours

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Please write a synonym for each word. Use your dictionary or thesaurus if you need help.
amazing ______________________ save _______________________ confine _______________________
Please circle the nouns in this sentence.
While at the beach, Jimmy played volleyball, swam in the salty ocean, and built sand castles.

Please circle the pronouns in this sentence.
His best friend bought him lunch at the beach and after they ate, they played volleyball.

Please circle the correct verb in each sentence.
( Play

Played

Playing ) volleyball is a draining sport on a hot day.

Jimmy and Don ( win won winning ) the first two games to win their match.
The castle they ( build built building ) was huge!
The hot sun and exercise (wear wearing wore ) both boys out.

ABC Order:

DLA2-1

volleyball

visual

volume

vast

variety
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Name: __________________________
Please fix:

Score: ______________
Daily Language

Use the editing marks to
fix the sentence.
Rewrite it correctly.

mrs peterson is teching the clas abut solar powir the students hav meny questions

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Please circle the adjectives in the sentence.
People can save on their electric bill if they install solar panels.

Please circle the adverb in the sentence.

This adverb tells: (circle one)

When the sun shines brightly on a solar panel, it produces energy.

how

when

where

Write a short paragraph that explains why Arturo is raising his hand. Please remember
all rules.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
DLA2-2
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Name: __________________________
Please fix:

Score: ______________
Daily Language

Use the editing marks to
fix the sentence.
Rewrite it correctly.

juan anita and caleb they walking to johnson school together eviry day

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Please circle the compound words in the sentence:
Caleb’s backpack contains a lunchbox, textbooks, and school supplies.

Please write a pronoun for the underlined words in the sentence.
On Wednesday, Michael and James joined Juan, Anita, and Caleb on the walk to school.

Write a letter to a friend telling him/her how you get to school every day.

__________________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
DL2Advanced - 03
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Name: __________________________
Please fix:

Score: ______________

Use the editing marks to
fix the sentence.
Rewrite it correctly.

Daily Language

our teacher mr Lincoln has askt us two write a Report on a topic of our choice

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Please circle the word in this sentence that has a homophone.
Winston found a new article about space travel that he thinks is interesting.

Please underline the subject in each sentence.
Last week, Marcus began his search for a report topic for our science class.
The difficulties encountered in space travel would be an interesting topic.

Please choose the correct word for each sentence.
That boy learns new things ( fast faster fastest ) than I do.
Winston is the ( smart

smarter smartest ) boy in our class.

Please write a thought provoking question about this picture.

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

DLA2-4
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Name: __________________________

Score: ______________

Use the editing marks to
fix the sentence.
Rewrite it correctly.

Daily Language

Please fix:

mr otis comented a brachiosaurus wayed abut eighty-five tons

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Please write an antonym for each word. Use your dictionary or thesaurus if you need help.
heavy ___________________

immense ___________________

sturdy _______________________

Please circle the nouns in this sentence.
“The brachiosaurus was about as tall as a four-story building,” said Nathan.

Please circle the pronouns in this sentence.
Marty asked, “How did he ever hold himself up on such short legs?”

Please circle the correct word in each sentence.
Do you consider the brachiosaurus ( a an ) overweight creature?
Supporting ( a

an ) heavy body like that must have worn him out!

Tomas said, “I think he spent ( a
“( A

An ) animal that large must have eaten a ton a day, too!” said Wayne.

ABC Order:

DLA2-5

an ) lot of time in the water.”

overweight

outrageous

other

only

out
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